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The Ultimate Solution Partnership (tusp) is an international consultancy 

founded and based on real-world experience, exceptional people, a 

commitment to outstanding service and entrepreneurial spirit.

“Creating 21st-century solutions, supporting clients and enabling growth”

Tender and Bid Consultancy 

Tender and Bid Consultancy 

tusp understand that the tender phase of a project is a time-consuming and 

resource-hungry task, so we provide a comprehensive tender support service 

to not only save time, but more importantly to benefit from our industry 

domain expertise. Our domain experts can either support, lead or act as the 

client to peer review the ITT.

Our services range from tender management, reviews, documentation 

preparation, analysis, commercial estimating and expert methodology input, 

all ensuring that an accurate tender is prepared and ready for the negotiation 

phase and subsequent mobilisation stage.

tusp’s tender experts have extensive experience in the construction, aviation, 

highways, nuclear and transport industries, and our in-depth knowledge is 

vital in ensuring all tenders we assist with are specific, complete and accurate 

so that the client can achieve the best results possible. 

Our work winning support assists clients with bid writing, helping to 

win work and frameworks through the delivery of high-quality tender 

submissions. Our specialist bid writers are equipped with excellent 

writing skills and enviable knowledge of the industry. This enables us 

to produce compelling answers that are not only compliant but will 

delight clients by allowing you to fully demonstrate your experience and 

expertise. Our expert bid writing consultants have a proven track record 

of creating convincing winning bids on major high-value and complex 

projects.

tusp’s work winning approach is driven by our bespoke process which 

allows us to carefully monitor responses, requirements and deadlines to 

ensure tenders and bid work are always on track. We are communicative 

with clients, providing support post-tender from our strong and 

supportive team.
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